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Scanningtunneling microscopy(STM) studies We find that the decayof RHEED oscillations
have been performed on GaAs homoepitaxial is not associatedwith an increase in surface
films depositedby molecular beamepitaxy. The roughnessbut with the developmentof ramified
surfaceevolutionof the growingfilm is quenched islandsandterraceedges.During the evolutionof
anddirect comparisonbetweenSTM imagesand the surfacethereis a gradual coarseningof the
reflection high-energy electron diffraction features.This processleadsto a loss in correla-
(RHEED) data is made. Growth was performed tion of the growth over the coherencelength of
under standardconditions on an (001) sample the RHEED beamandthusa decayin oscillation
with a substratetemperatureof 555°Cand a intensity. To quantify the morphology we have
nominalsamplemiscutof 0.1°. measuredthe rms roughness,surfacestep den-
Large scale imagesof films ranging in thick- sity, andheight—heightcorrelationfunctions.For
nessfrom 0.25 to 1450 biatomic layershavebeen a thicknessof 1450 layers the rms roughnessof
studied[11.All surfacefeaturesshow anisotropy the layer is 2 A in a 2000 A squarearea.A
with themajor axis along the [1101direction. The comparisonwith predictionsfrom scalingmodels
local viscinality of the sample is found to vary of MBE growth will be made.
widely over the surface.After growth interrup- If the films are annealedunderhigh vacuum
tion andsurfacerecovery,largescalestepbunch- conditions, the surfaceis observedto transform
ing is observed.With the initiation of growth we to a 2 X 6 reconstruction.This transformationis
find that there is a strong correspondencebe- associatedwith a loss of As from the surface.
tween the surfacestep densityand the RHEED Concomitantwith this microscopicchangeis an
specularintensity. The overall absolutevalue of evolutionof the terracemorphology.Under these
the step density is a sensitive function of the Ga rich conditions,a novel stepedgeinstability is
detailsof thegrowth procedure.However,a cyclic observed.Possibleexplanationswill be presented.
temporalvariation in the stepdensitygiving rise
to RHEED oscillations is found undera variety
of growth conditions[21.There appearsto be an
asymmetryin the sensitivity of RHEED to islands ..[1] J. Sudijono, M.D. Johnson,M.B. Elowitz, C.W. Snyder
versesholeson the surface.Our datasuggesthat arid B.G. Orr, SurfaceSci. 280 (1993) 247.
100 A islands are more sensitively detectedby [2] J. Sudijono, M.D. Johnson, C.W. Snyder, MB. Elowitz
RHEED thenare 100 A holes, and B.G. Orr, Phys.Rev. Letters 69 (1992)2811.
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